HOW TO APPLY FOR THE KIM-FRANK FELLOWSHIP:

Please email the following application materials to Prof. Anne Greene at agreene@wesleyan.edu and cc: russellhouse@wesleyan.edu, using the subject line “Kim-Frank Fellowship Application.”
1. A letter of interest explaining your interest in the position and your future plans
2. A transcript
3. A resume
4. Two pieces of writing including one academic paper, preferably with grades and the instructors' comments
5. The names of two faculty members who can serve as references. Your references will be contacted if you are a finalist.

+ If you plan to apply, please send an email to Professor Greene by MONDAY MARCH 5, 2018 (if you miss this deadline, please write promptly)
+ Applications are due WEDNESDAY MARCH 14, 2018 by email

For more information about the Kim-Frank Fellowship, contact Prof. Anne Greene at 860 685-3604 (agreene@wesleyan.edu).